School of Pharmacy 2020-21 Goals

Senator Shiau:

- Ensuring that there is effective communication between main campus and the students at the School of Pharmacy. Many students have questions regarding how processes work on main campus and so I want to be there for our constituents and help them get the answers that they need.
- Since we are in a different situation this year with many of us being online, I still would like to try and provide my constituents with a way of knowing of the different events on campus other than through the SIUE email list-serves. Similar to what I started last year, I would like to bring a virtual “calendar of events” and I will be posting those to our School of Pharmacy Newsletter which is a virtual document where students can see what is happening with each organization. I hope to be able to post this virtual calendar on the newsletter to allow students to know what’s happening!

Senator Wensing:

- "As a current third-year student at the School of Pharmacy, I have witnessed several factors that could be improved to ensure a positive, healthy environment. Being a healthcare worker during this pandemic has been nothing but eye opening since it proved how easily pathogens spread from one person to another. Ensuring that the school of pharmacy students practice healthy hand hygiene is obviously important, so installing wall hand sanitizer dispensers in every classroom will help decrease the spread of illness throughout the campus.

- In addition, pharmacy students, including myself, tend to remain on campus for roughly 5 to 6 hours a day. Thus, it is not out of the ordinary to utilize the microwaves on campus for lunch (if not all 3 meals!). These microwaves are noticeably outdated and not clean in the inside, so I plan to replace the dirty ones with new, sanitary microwaves. As a senator, my vision again is to ensure a positive, healthy environment for the school of pharmacy, and implementing these two ideas will help accomplish just that."